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this is a great game all they need now is mods. This game is fun, simple and well thought out. When crafting items, you are told
exactly what you need vs what you have. (i.e. need 10 have 6) While the movement controls are somewhat odd, it's not too

difficult to get used to. However, you cannot control the camera angle and the game is not complete (e.g. items with a
description of being useful, but with no in game use.) With the above in mind, and the dev now working on The Constellation, I
cannot help but feel that Voxelaxy has been completely abandoned for the newer project. I have contacted the dev* regarding

this (and will happily correct myself if my suspicions are incorrect), but for now, I cannot possibly recommend Voxelaxy. (*It's
been over a month now and still no reply) I'd instead suggest to hold off until The Constellation is released, and hope that it does
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not become abandoned like Voxelaxy.. neat concept. the main issue I have with the game is you cannot change the direction of
the view, nor zoom in/out. this makes it very difficult to explore and avoid enemies. also, enemies are way too difficult, even on
easy mode. i dont recommend.. The game itself is actually good, but i have to restart it every minute because when i try to put
stuff into the Furnace or the Chests, it breaks the dumb interface, leaving me no choice but to press ALT + F4 and loose all

stuff i did.. this is a great game all they need now is mods. its a good game and i would be better if it had muitplayer. The game
itself is actually good, but i have to restart it every minute because when i try to put stuff into the Furnace or the Chests, it

breaks the dumb interface, leaving me no choice but to press ALT + F4 and loose all stuff i did.. neat concept. the main issue I
have with the game is you cannot change the direction of the view, nor zoom in/out. this makes it very difficult to explore and

avoid enemies. also, enemies are way too difficult, even on easy mode. i dont recommend.. its a good game and i would be
better if it had muitplayer. This game is fun, simple and well thought out. When crafting items, you are told exactly what you

need vs what you have. (i.e. need 10 have 6) While the movement controls are somewhat odd, it's not too difficult to get used to.
However, you cannot control the camera angle and the game is not complete (e.g. items with a description of being useful, but

with no in game use.) With the above in mind, and the dev now working on The Constellation, I cannot help but feel that
Voxelaxy has been completely abandoned for the newer project. I have contacted the dev* regarding this (and will happily

correct myself if my suspicions are incorrect), but for now, I cannot possibly recommend Voxelaxy. (*It's been over a month
now and still no reply) I'd instead suggest to hold off until The Constellation is released, and hope that it does not become

abandoned like Voxelaxy.
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